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Abstract
Being evicted from the Glendale Cali YMCA in June of 2001 for “I
don’t need a reason,” homeless since is demonstrated in an
initial letter to the then Attorney General Jeff Sessions:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf.
Life-threatening, grievous harms was divulged to Attorney
General Barr and the FBI in Washington DC and was sent Certified
Mail.
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/report.pdf
March 9, 2020, post and unprovoked on the Chinatown Platform in
Los Angeles Cali, followed by assailant that I lead into the
City of Chinatown LA prior from accost, I flagged down two LAPD.
I requested a barrier and that they Id this person. Preceding to
go to park nearby, doing Tai Chi there-after, the assailant,
this same male Hispanic about 25, stalked, lied in wait,
followed me to the Chinatown Metro Platform in LA, and in broad
daylight and on camera at apx 4PM, I was strong-armed robbed by
this person who took my fully insured iPhone. Just one of many
thefts, assaults, exclusions, violation of space and felonious
Criminal stalking and harassment that has gone on for decades:
isolated and defined in a data pipeline that dates to my
father’s unpunished rape and the illegal starting of
thoroughbreds for decades.
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/11/38430013_14087
9243489504_8325463120231268352_n.jpg
January 7th, post repeated accosts in local area Supermarkets, a
regular to disposition me into alcohol consumption and or
exclude to indoctrinate drug abuse, addiction and or suicide, I
entered a compromised Pasadena Court Room; from the metal
detector, Sheriff in the court-room to the Commissioner sitting
on the bench, Persons in the court-room, olfactory and of
proximal libido stimuli, there was and still is this ongoing,
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unprovoked, grievous and brutal attack upon my Life, Liberty and
ability to have property or to maintain gainful employment.
Any and all resourcefulness, from physical and psychological
well-being to the challenges I experience from their defecation
at where I may sleep, particular on a Holiday, I was illegally
fined that day: a homeless person – not because of drugs,
alcohol, emotional instability nor of an ability to provide
better than average competencies, it is because of profound
Human and Civil Rights Violations, unprovoked attacks and in
direct proportion to violent events executed upon me and of the
data pipeline of this ticket:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/file-1.jpeg

Child Endangerment
I was sixteen, 1975 at when I went to work for the man in the
blue jacket in Arcadia California at Santa Anita Park Race
Track, Arcadia Cali a City and loop of Obstruction of Justice
with local City PD, grievous of harms of Human and Civil Rights
Violation pipeline:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/s.png
Proximal stimuli, all violent attacks, thefts - accosts, any and
all resources denied, all feedback to at when I was working for
Ross Fenstermaker, the person in that blue jacket spoke,
unprovoked and criminal attacks to this day!
My mother, now named Jancye Langlot of Veradale Wa had signed
legal guardian papers to Katherine Nichols. Indoctrinated, a
homosexual male gallop boy named Darrel who worked Charlie
Wittingham at the time convinced me to go to Southern
California! It wasn’t go to Stanford, get a college degree, a
good job, marry right, have a family and make a contribution to
mankind! Being heterosexual, these befriended libido patterns
continued and is an agi stalk to this day: gays, lesbians,
pedophiles and mixture at my proximal to cause stimuli contrary
to faith, love and sex.
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My late father of Tukwila Washington, the rapist of Janyce
Langlot, my mother, he had illegally started 10 of 100s of horse
for decades until his death in 2007.
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/11/38430013_14087
9243489504_8325463120231268352_n.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/file-1.jpeg
Data Nomalization, Cleaning
Including the letter sent to former Attorney General Jeff Sessions,
linked in the Report sent to Attorney General Barr and the FBI in
Washington DC, Addendum’s perpetual narrative will register on the
blockchain for deep learn and AI output to define Name, Identity
and Meaning.
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/cer.jpg
Placed on Social Security Disability in July of 1989 because I
was “unemployable.” This is completely untrue, yet job after job,
time and time again, this proximity has engaged and indoctrinated
unprovoked attacks! Unable to achieve Life, Liberty and Property,
it sits next to me in Libraries, stalks me in Public Parks,
Public transportation, disruptive to my ability to get and edu,
resources such as healthcare, grocery shopping, coffee shops and
of physical touching: olfactory, second hand smoke to cause
sickness, impediment of my paths, of relentless hostile accost,
quips, gestures and objects, property or persons to invade my
space to cause emotional unrest, I have been confronted with
relentless exclusions, physically abused and violently removed!
The last thoroughbred I trained was a mare called “To Be
Positive.” I claimed her for Richard J Beeson for twenty thousand
dollars, as a thoroughbred race-horse trainer out at Santa Anita
Park Race Track in 1985, she was ompromised at its start.
Physically restrained and an illegal practice in horse-racing,
the sustainability of this mare to go as far and as fast as she
could, my instruction for that particular competitive
environment, that horse-race to out sprint the field had no
avenue of recovery after such impediment. Be reminded of the
first job I had at such thoroughbred race-track was in 1975 for
Ross Fenstermaker! The man in the blue jacket.
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/s.png
The misinformation, unprovoked grievous attacks, this sabotage
was present then! All along, a culture of lies for profit and
power, doesn’t it beg the question as to why other than to hide
the fact that my father was illegally starting thoroughbreds for
decades?
Criminal Consensus
I have been in the San Gabriel Valley 45 years, as with the May
14, 2019 torpedo of my Getaround/Uber vehicle by the following
woman:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
I can drive anything with wheels or tracks, bet I can fly
anything with pops or jets! Whoever rammed my car knew something
on May 14, 2019! …thefts, proximal occupation, patterns and
stimuli, my consensus is not comparable to these drug addicts,
alcoholics, persons with mental disorders and or the homeless,
so being put on disability since July of 1989, and or the
firings, exclusions, relentless proximal patterns and metrics,
these are a cognizant reference of hereditary family members: my
step brother of Brad J. Beck of Greenacres, Spokane Washington,
my mother Janyce E. Langlot of Veradale, Spokane Washington and
my step-mother Sylvia M. McCready of Tukwila, King County
Washington and who was married to this following rapist:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/11/38430013_14087
9243489504_8325463120231268352_n.jpg
Arthur James McCready, deceased in 2007, illegally started
thoroughbreds for decades. With a family that includes Hall of
Fame Jockeys, Thoroughbred Owners, Breeders and Trainers,
proximal First in Last Out with Global scope, local definition
of Santa Anita Park Race Track in Arcadia Cali, a City of a
deliberate Hep C orchestration and infection in 91, of grievous
Human and Civil Rights harms, a data pipeline and of patterns to
cause sickness, emotional unrest and or trigger a catastrophic
event to harm self or others, it does not, did not and is not
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happing otherwise! I am Edward Charles McCready, a fact that
elbows these useless ones; misinformation criminally perpetuated
as value.
Summary
This COVID-19 summer of 2020, I have spent most my days in
Arcadia Park, Arcadia Cali. Accost and degenerate challenges
have been relentless. Yesterday, 08/26/2020, post olfactory
stimuli, in the park, passerby, on the bus, drivers shaking of
breaks, air conditioning – these things are a constant to
trigger a catastrophic event.
There was another theft of all my food, cloths and my Buddhist
incense! Quips of “oh” and gestures to mouth, these patterns,
physiological implications of being without cloths, this bare
back for my observation and or proximal occupant with copious
disposition of mobile tech, designating the March 9th theft of
my iPhone on Chinatown LA Platform, there is a criminal case of
taking my bookbag, its contents from the area and of these maids
that are networked: an indoctrination to these thefts from me, a
homeless man since 2001 experiencing decades of brutalities!
The eviction from the Glendale YMCA in 2001, then making me
homeless is aligned metrics. Still on SSA/SSI disability since
July of 1989, I had chronic Hep C genotype 1A and 1B when they
evicted me, in the “protective classes” for “I don’t need a
reason.”
"This is a very important lesson. You must never confuse faith
that you will prevail in the end-which you can never afford to
lose-with the discipline to confront the most brutal facts of
your current reality, whatever they may be." -Admiral Stockdale
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